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Hybrid
Activity Based Working
Freedom to work where and when you want is becoming more
and more common place. In addition, our working environment
and our work are constantly changing as a result of technical
innovations. In order to respond to this as a forward-looking
office, it is important to no longer just think about how many
people need to be housed, but most importantly about the
tasks that these people are going to perform in the office and
how the office space can best respond to this. These tasks are
becoming more varied. Collaboration is becoming increasingly
important and so is finding a quiet place for a task that requires
focus.
Because it is becoming increasingly normal to work remotely,
partly as a result of technological developments, the role of
the office is changing more and more to that of an inspiring
meeting place. A place that is used to develop new ideas and
create new partnerships.
This is why we have developed our programme especially for
this purpose. With Hybrid it is possible to create different
workplaces for different tasks within a coherent design.
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Video conferencing

Individual flexworking

Open teamworking

Informal working
Socializing & Gathering
Waiting & Relaxing

Closed teamworking
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Focus
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What do you need today?
Standing or sitting? Working alone or together? Formal or informal?
There is always a workspace to meet your needs.

Sit-to-stand Workstations
Our Max Hybrid workstations can be put together in various ways so that they
integrate perfectly into the office design, and can be adapted later on. The screens
can easily be replaced. The frame of the Max Hybrid workstation has room for all
common charge points, which gives the desk a neat appearance.

Max Hybrid can be fitted with various bases:
The T leg has a minimalist appearance. The Panel leg maintains the traditional
bolsters. For concentration workplaces there is the Max Hybrid screen range with
acoustic panels all around. The wooden Hybrid leg provides a modern design that
seamlessly connects to the Hybrid soft seating.

Modular soft seating
The soft seating is suitable for different tasks in different setups. Thanks to the
modular concept, the elements can be combined endlessly and expanded later on.
With integrated tables and plug points or larger conference tables, the soft seating
can be extended to a fully-fledged meeting room.

Silent pods
In order to be able to work quietly or to be able to ensure privacy, we have the
Hybrid Apod. It is equipped with all facilities and balanced acoustics. It is indeed,
the perfect climate for rest.
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Simply the best
sit-to-stand
desk.
Wing sit-to-stand workstation
The wing desk offers the perfect ergonomics for a sitto-stand workspace. The patented shape of the desktop
workspace provides the best support for the upper body in
both sitting
and standing position and ensures that people are seated in
the right position. In addition, the shape allows optimum use
of the available desktop workspace.
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Ergo Curve - For better support of the arms in sitting
and standing position, making the armrests of the
task chair unnecessary.
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Articulated arm - Routing segregated charging and
data cables from the desktop workspace to the
cable tray below the wall.

Upgrade - The Max Hybrid workstation can be
upgraded from a comfortable seating desk to a
dynamic standing desk.
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Specifications
Dimensions
160 x 75 cm, 180 x 75 cm and 200 x 75 cm,
The wing top is available in 120 x 120 cm. The
height of the frame screens are only available
in 120 cm.

Adjustability
T-range

Panel range

Stable, but also minimalist. With the T
leg, you can create an open and exposed
view of the workspace.

Panel range provide a soothing and neat
appearance.

Adjustable from 65-128 cm or 56-128 cm (only
available in T-range).
MAX Hybrid is available in HI and E-drive
(electrically adjustable). Screen panel is above
the partition wall.
Adjustable height with silent sliding to ensure
optimum concentration of all employees in
the workplace.
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Screen range

Hybrid leg

A type of workspace where you can
concentrate well. Together with the side
walls, which are
120 cm high, these legs fit perfectly on
the frame. This ensures whole fitting.

With the maple wood finish on the leg,
the Max Hybrid desk series seamlessly
blends with the Hybrid benches.
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Meetings
Meetings are an important part of our office culture. Adding a
conference table to the open-plan office makes the conference
room easily accessible. Together with our Hybrid conference
table, it becomes more beautifully integrated. Do you want
to keep your meetings more active and healthy? Then, take
a standing conference table. This is because our brains work
harder when we're standing up. It helps us to be more efficient,
creative and fully participated in the meeting.

Spread met specs Hybrid bureau

New in the range
Round meeting tables

Diameter: 1600
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Seat
becomes
workplace.
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Personal productivity

Spontaneous collaboration

Private communication

The integrated worktop of Hybrid optimally
support Activity-Based Working.
Sliding and moving the top towards the
user creates a comfortable work spot just
like a business seat on your favorite airline,
adaptable to different users. In the front,
a standard power socket with an extra USB
port is integrated together.

By sliding the pivot tops to the front and
rotating 180 degrees, the table top can
change into a small meeting table, ideally
positioned when you like to share your
laptop screen with the
person next to you.

The high fabric padded backrest
simultaneously absorbs and blocks the
sound of a phone call or conversations with
a colleague. At the same time these people
benefit from being separated
from the disturbing noise of the
surroundings.
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Hybrid Seating

Hybrid meeting POD

Hybrid soft seating consists of a wide range of modular elements that can
be combined to form a variety that exactly matches the desired situation.
Like the desks, the legs are made of natural wood, black or white, and
the sofa itself can be fabric padded in almost any conceivable fabric.
Different fabrics can also be combined for a unique look.

By placing two high couches across each other in a semi enclosed
zone, an acoustic work area can be created for flexible working in
an open office environment.
By connecting a high screen at the back between these couches
with a table attached, the configuration can be upgraded to a
perfect meeting POD. Optional power sockets can be integrated
in the table with HDMI ports to connect laptops, creating the
opportunity for people to share their screens on the LCD screen
in the middle. Video conferencing can become more frequent and
this integrated LCD-screen will be the new standard in the near
future.
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Create your
own unique
furniture.
Wing Seaters
The 120-degree open Wing Seater creates the perfect
setting for a spontaneous meeting with a colleague or a
short individual work session where people still can be
visible to one another, but benefit from the privacy and
acoustics of the high backrest.
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Idea starters
In order to help you on your journey, our designers have set to work. You can use
these examples as inspiration to create your own unique design or simply order
one of these setups.
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Hybrid Apod

Concentration
is easy.
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With Apod series, you can create sound privacy in open office
spaces. Workers are able to focus when necessary and talk
privately when needed. In the making of this design, a lot of
thought has been invested in good air flow. Plus, this product
has been made from environmentally-friendly natural materials.
Available in four different sizes and therefore usable for
different purposes. From a single call cell to a six-person
meeting room. The smallest models are even equipped with
wheels and easy to be moved.
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Focusing on the Facts
Completely in your own world, you achieve the most. After
every interruption in your work it takes a long time to find your
concentration again. In an office today, these interruptions are
never far away. The WhatsApp notification from your colleague
next to you, the noisy colleague on the phone sitting opposite
you or the colleagues around the corner at the coffee machine
who discuss the plans for the weekend.
That's why it's good if there's a place in the office where you
can work in a concentrated manner, away from distractions. We
totally understand this. With the Apod you are not far
from your surroundings and yet you are in a different world.
The sound of the office hardly penetrates, making it an ideal
workplace for concentrated work.
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Multiple fans in the Apod ensure a sufficient supply of healthy air. As a result,
the Apod can be used by several people in the same space without feeling
suffocated. The fans we use for this purpose run at a low speed in order to
prevent under- or overpressure in the room. An additional advantage is that
the fans are designed to be silent.
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A lot of attention has been given to soundproofing and acoustics. The
Apod is fitted with laminated glass and resonators in the walls. In this
way, we attenuate noise across a broad sound spectrum. We have
ensured that inside the Apod, it won’t be too quiet like a vacuum. This
makes it possible to have a comfortable conversation.
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Apod S

Apod M

Apod L

Apod XL

Airflow

Airflow

Airflow

Airflow

2-units. Super silent fans - 8,6 dB (Acoustic noise)
47,2 litres | Total - 170 m3/h

4-units. Super silent fans - 8,6 dB (Acoustic noise)
70,8 litres | Total - 254,8 m3/h

4-units. Super silent fans - 8,6 dB (Acoustic noise)
94,4 litres | Total - 339,8 m3/h

8-units. Super silent fans - 8,6 dB (Acoustic noise)
94,4 litres | Total - 678 m3/h
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Specifications
Inner dimensions			
Packaging dimensions			
Door dimension			
Maximum passage space
Lights			
Weight			
Gross weight			
Installation height			
Light intensity on table		
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968 x 886 x 2084 mm
720 x 2280 x 1080 mm
756 x 2056 mm
742 mm
2x Philips 3,5 W
315 Kg
407 Kg
260 cm (minimum)
250 Lux
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Specifications

Inner dimensions		
1668 x 1086 x 2084 mm
Packaging dimensions		
900 x 2200 x 1280 mm
Door dimension			
756 x 2056 mm
Maximum passage space
742 mm
Lights				
4x Philips 5,5 W
Weight				480 Kg
Gross weight			
623 Kg
Installation height		
260 cm (minimum)
Light intensity on table		
250-300 Lux

Inner dimensions		
2168 x 1086 x 2084 mm
Packaging dimensions		
1030 x 2380 x 1280 mm
Door dimension			
756 x 2056 mm
Maximum passage space
742 mm
Lights				
4x Philips 7 W
GWeight			565 Kg
Gross weight			
690 Kg
Installation height		
260 cm (minimum)
Light intensity on table		
250-300 Lux

Inner dimensions		
2168 x 2286 x 2084 mm
Packaging dimensions		
2x - 880 x 2380 x 1280 mm
Door dimension			
756 x 2056 mm
Maximum passage space
742 mm
Lights				
8x Philips 7w
Weight				1136 kg
Gross weight			
2x 568kg
Installation height		
260 cm (minimum)
Light intensity on table		
250-300 Lux
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Markant Malaysia & Australia
apac@markantoffice.com
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